Genome comparison of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and other bacteria.
The availability of the complete genome sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis allows its phylogenetic analysis based on the whole genome rather than single genes. As a genome-based tree is more representative of whole organisms and less inconsistent than single-gene trees, it could provide a better index for interpretation and inference about the origin and nature of species. The standard bacterial phylogeny based on 16S ribosomal RNA sequence comparison shows that M. tuberculosis is more related to Gram-positive than to Gram-negative bacteria. Our results based on genome comparison in terms of shared orthologous genes challenge this implication. We demonstrate that M. tuberculosis is more related to Gram-negative than to Gram-positive bacteria by a quantitative analysis on the genome tree. The numerical distance data derived from genome comparison and those from 16S rRNA comparison show high significant correlation, implying that conserved gene content carries a strong phylogenetic signature in evolution.